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Abstract

After text retrieval, the next waves in web searching and multimedia
retrieval are the search for and delivery of images, music, video, and 3D
scenes. Not only the perceptual and cognitive aspects, but also many of the
algorithmic and performance aspects are still badly understood. One rele-
vant issue is the design of dissimilarity measures (distance functions) that
have desired properties. Another aspect is the development of algorithms
that can compute or approximate these distances efficiently. Indexing data
structures and search algorithms are necessary to make the search more effi-
cient than sequential browsing through large collections.

1 Introduction

Multimedia research has been going on since the nineteen-sixties, even if it was
not called like that. A key aspect of multimedia research is interfacing: establish-
ing a seamless interaction and communication between the user and the computer.
In that respect it represents an important ingredient of current developments which
are denoted by buzz phrases such as ubiquitous computing, ambient intelligence,
context awareness, the disappearing computer, video at your fingertips, anything,
anyone, anywhere, anytime. Multimedia retrieval is essential for coping with the
problems of information overload, in production and content management, and in
personalized usage. Indeed, the reason that email and web search engines have
become so immensely popular are precisely that they cope with these issues with
respect to text. However, if perceptually relevant multimedia methods, that guar-
antee performance, are not invented soon, there is no hope that similar problems
are effectively solved with respect to images, music, video, and 3D models.

Since the first pictorial information systems in the early nineteen-eighties, re-
search has come a long way in developing various methods to handle visual infor-
mation by its content, as opposed to processing by keywords [1]. However, these
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Figure 1: Multimedia retrieval framework.

content descriptions consist of low level color, texture, and shape features [2], and
they often miss perceptual relevance. The methods for extracting and comparing
these features are primarily heuristic, which, although they are clever themselves,
miss guaranteed properties. In contrast, an algorithmic approach is focused on
provable properties, see section 1.1.

Looking at a particular multimedia framework as in figure 1, we see that those
processes that are of an algorithmic nature are the extraction of features from
the multimedia documents, the matching of the query features with the database
features, the construction of the indexing data structure to speed up the searching,
and the visualization of the resulting retrieved multimedia documents.

The big challenge in multimedia for the next years is the processing of in-
formation in a way that is perceptually and semantically relevant. Because of
the need for personalized information access and searching, processing should
be done in a manner that is guaranteed effective. Because the searching and fil-
tering is performed on very large databases of multimedia information, it must
be done with guaranteed efficiency also. The holy grail is not yet within reach.
What makes this difficult is the gap between the high level semantic information
and the low level features of current multimedia systems. For example, if one is
looking for an image of the holy grail on the basis of image content features, one
may query for a chalice shape and a star shape. However, simple edge detection
yields a set of unconnected lines, not a star. Therefore, low level features will fail
miserably for this purpose.
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A concrete listing of research issues in multimedia is the following. Firstly, in
order to arrive at semantic access, a necessary step is the identification of what is
perceptually and cognitively important in the multimedia documents.

Secondly, in order to cope with the data and information overload, it is be-
coming essential that effective and efficient searching techniques are developed.
Indeed, not only company archives contain huge amounts of media. The success
of mobile phone with sms (short message service) shows that as soon as consumer
groups adopt devices like mobile phones with built-in digital cameras and mms
(media message service) via broad band communication like GPRS or UMTS,
massive amounts of images and video are produced and stored. Digital music and
movies is already causing a very large amount of Internet traffic. The so-called
fourth wave in multimedia (after images, video and music), consisting of 3D mod-
els and scenes, is showing more and more on the web. Together these media form
an enormous amount of data, and it is essential to provide tools to match and filter,
and to retrieve personalized information from it.

Thirdly, to make retrieval feasible from such large quantities, efficient search-
ing methods must be invented. In particular, indexing data structures and algo-
rithms must be designed that avoid the need to scan whole collections from front
to back, but instead refer the user in a few steps to the right place in the collection.

Fourthly, any successful fully-fledged system needs to provide a combination
of image, video, music, and 3D model handling with text capabilities. The inte-
grated system engineering is far from trivial, and challenging in itself.

The algorithmic aspects of these items form an area of research that I have
coinedmultimedia algorithmics[3].

1.1 Multimedia Algorithmics

Like all computer systems, all multimedia systems are built on algorithms. Any
system in modern information and communication technology is an algorithmic
system. When it comes to the design of algorithms for multimedia, this involves
for example algorithms for extracting and grouping perceptually relevant patterns,
computing the similarity, indexing and searching in large collections, and visual-
izing retrieval results in a way that is meaningful for relevance feedback. Research
issues are the invention of new algorithms that solve problems in an efficient way,
guaranteeing provable properties in a rigorous way, taking an axiomatic approach,
basing derivations on first principles.

The above-stated aspects are combined into a line of research that is rooted
in the discipline of fundamental algorithm design, and applied to the domain of
multimedia: multimedia algorithmics. The gap between the high level semantic
information and the low level features of current multimedia systems makes it
difficult to make a significant step forward. A challenging research agenda for the
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Figure 2: Multimedia research space.

next years is to invent algorithms for multimedia along the following orthogonal
axes:

1. The tasks in a typical multimedia framework that are of an algorithmic na-
ture: perceptual feature extraction, pattern matching, indexing, and visual-
ization.

2. The different media (images, music, video, 3D models and scenes) to which
these task are applied.

3. The desired properties of algorithms that must be invented: robustness, in-
variance, and efficiency, etc.

Together, these aspects span a whole research space, as illustrated in figure 2.
This paper discusses some aspects from the field of multimedia algorithmics,

and is largely based on [4]. In the next sections we will discuss an algorithm for
a particular type of pattern matching, and an algorithm for indexing over large
collections to speed up the retrieval.

2 Shape Matching

This section is about one of the aspects mentioned above, matching of patterns.
We look at shape matching, in particular matching of multiple polylines to a single
polygon.

There is evidence that, for the task of object recognition, the human visual
system uses a part-based representation. Biederman [5], for example, suggested
that objects are segmented at regions of deep concavity into an arrangement of
simple geometric components. For the retrieval of polygonal shapes, we have
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therefore developed an algorithm to search for the best matching polygon, given
one or more query parts. This dissimilarity measure models partial matching, is
translation and rotation invariant, and deformation robust.

Let P1 be a polyline, and letP1(s) be the point onP1 at distances along
the polyline from its beginning. Theturning-angle functionΘ1 of a polylineP1

measures the angle of the counterclockwise tangent atP1(s) with respect to a
reference orientation as a function ofs. It is a piecewise constant function, with
jumps corresponding to the vertices ofP1. The domain of the function is [0, `1],
where`1 is the length ofP1. RotatingP1 by an angleθ corresponds to shiftingΘ1

over a distanceθ in the vertical direction.
The turning-angle functionΘP of a polygonP is defined in the same way, ex-

cept that the distances is measured by going counterclockwise around the polygon
from an arbitrarily chosenreference point. SinceP is a closed polyline, we can
keep going around the polygon, and the domain ofΘP can thus be extended to
the entire real line, whereΘP(s+ `P) = ΘP(s) + 2π. Moving the location of the
reference point over a distances along the boundary ofP corresponds to shifting
ΘP horizontally over a distances.

To measure the mismatch betweenP1 and the part ofP starting atP(t), we
align P1(0) with P(t) by shifting the turning-angle function ofP over a distance
t and computing theL2-distance between the two turning-angle functions, mini-
mized over all possible rotationsθ (that is: vertical shiftings of the turning func-
tions). The squared mismatch betweenP1 andP, as a function oft, is thus given
by:

d1(t) := min
θ∈R

∫ `1

0
(ΘP(s+ t) − Θ1(s) + θ)

2ds. (1)

An ordered set ofk polylines{P1,P2, . . . ,Pk} can be represented by concate-
nating the turning-angle functions of the individual polylines. Thus we get a func-
tion ΘPL : [0, `k] → R, where` j is the cumulative length of polylinesP1 through
Pj. For 1 ≤ j ≤ k and` j−1 ≤ s ≤ ` j we haveΘPL(s) := Θ j(s− ` j−1), so that
each polylinePj is represented by the section ofΘPL on the domain [̀j−1, ` j]. The
squared mismatch betweenPj andP (shifted byt) is now given by:

dj(t) := min
θ∈R

∫ ` j

` j−1

(ΘP(s+ t) − ΘPL(s) + θ)
2ds. (2)

We now express the mismatch between the set of polylines{P1,P2, . . . ,Pk}

andP as the square root of the sum of squared mismatches between each polyline
andP, minimized over all valid shiftings:

d(P1, . . . ,Pk; P) := min
valid shiftingst1 . . . tk

 k∑
j=1

dj(t j)


1/2

. (3)
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Figure 3: To match polylinesP1, . . . ,P3 to polygonP, we shift the turning func-
tions of the polylines over the turning function of the polygon. To maintain the
order of the polylines around the polygon, we need to guaranteet1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 and
`3 + t3 ≤ t1 + `P.

It remains to define what the valid shiftings are. To keep the polylines dis-
joint (except possibly at their endpoints) and in counterclockwise order around
the polygon, each polyline has to be shifted at least as far as the previous one,
that is: t j−1 ≤ t j for all 1 < j ≤ k. Furthermore, to make sure thatPk does not
wrap around the polygon beyond the starting point ofP1, we have to require that
`k + tk ≤ t1 + `P (see figure 3).

2.1 Algorithm

For j ∈ {2, ..., k}, 1 ≤ a ≤ |X1|, andb ∈ {a, ..., |X|}, with xb ≤ xa+`P−` j, we define:

D[ j,b](a) := min
t2, ..., t j ∈ {xa, ..., xb}

t2 ≤ ... ≤ t j

d1(xa) +
j∑

h=2

dh(th). (4)

It can be shown that there is an optimal solution to the optimization problem
in equation (3) such thatt j ∈ X for j ∈ {1, ..., k} and t1 ∈ X1. Thus, we get
d(P1, . . . ,Pk; P) = mina∈{1,...,|X1|}D[k,b(a)](a), whereb(a) is the maximumb such
that xb ≤ xa + `P − ` j. We now show that an optimal solution of this problem can
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Algorithm SimpleCompute d(P1, . . . , Pk; P)
1: Compute the sorted set of canonical shiftingsX = {x1, . . . , x|X|}
2: For all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and allb ∈ {1, . . . , |X|}, evaluate and stored j(xb)
3: minimumMismatch← ∞
4: for startingPoint← 1 to |X1| do
5: b← startingPoint
6: for j ← 2 to k do
7: D[ j,b− 1]← ∞
8: while xb + `k ≤ xstartingPoint+ `P do
9: D[1,b] ← d1(xstartingPoint)
10: for j ← 2 to k do
11: D[ j,b] ← min

(
D[ j − 1,b] + d j(xb),D[ j,b− 1]

)
12: b← b+ 1
13: minimumMismatch← min(D[k,b− 1],minimumMismatch)
14: return

√
minimumMismatch

Figure 4: Dynamic programming algorithm for optimal placement.

be constructed recursively. Let (t2, . . . t j) be an optimal solution forD[ j,b](a).
Regarding the value oft j we distinguish two cases:

• t j = xb, in which case (t1, . . . t j−1) must be an optimal solution forD[ j −
1,b](a), otherwise (t1, . . . t j) would not give a minimum forD[ j,b](a); thus
in this case,D[ j,b](a) = D[ j − 1,b](a) + dj(xb);

• t j < xb, in which case (t1, . . . t j) must be an optimal solution forD[ j,b −
1](a), otherwise (t1, . . . t j) would not give a minimum forD[ j,b](a); thus in
this case,D[ j,b](a) = D[ j,b− 1](a).

We now conclude forj ∈ {2, ..., k}, 1 ≤ a ≤ |X1|, andb ∈ {a, ..., |X|}, with
xb ≤ xa + `P − ` j:

D[ j,b](a) = min
(
D[ j − 1,b](a) + dj(xb), D[ j,b− 1](a)

)
, (5)

where the boundary cases areD[1,b](a), which isd1(xa) for all b and all 1≤ a ≤
b. Note thatD[ j,b](a) has no solution whenb < a. We represent that by defining
D[ j,b](a) = ∞ in that case.

Equation 5 leads to a straightforward dynamic programming algorithm Sim-
pleCompute for computing the similarity measured(P1, . . . ,Pk; P), see figure 4.
In [6] it is shown that this algorithm takesO(km2n2) time andO(kmn) storage. Fur-
thermore, it gives a novel algorithm that runs inO(kmnlog(mn)) time and space.
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3 Indexing

Proximity searching in multimedia databases has gained more and more interest
over the years. In particular searching in dissimilarity spaces (rather than extract-
ing a feature vector for each database object) is an increasing area of research.
With growing multimedia databases indexing has become a necessity.

Vantage indexing works as follows: given a multimedia databaseA and a
distance measured : A × A → R, select from the database a set ofm objects
A∗ = {A∗1, ...A

∗
m}, the so called vantage objects. Compute the distance from each

database objectAi to each vantage object, thus creating a pointpi = (x1, ...xm),
such thatxj = d(Ai ,A∗j ). Each database object corresponds to a point in them-
dimensional vantage space.

A query on the database now translates to a range-search or a nearest-neighbor
search in thism-dimensional vantage space: compute the distance from the query
objectq to each vantage object (i.e. positionq in the vantage space) and retrieve
all objects within a certain range aroundq (in the case of a range query), or retrieve
the k nearest neighbors toq (in case of a nearest neighbor query). The distance
measure used on the points in vantage space isL∞.

Vleugels and Veltkamp show [7] that as long as the triangle inequality holds
for the distance measured defined on the database objects, recall (ratio of number
of relevant retrieved objects to the total number of relevant objects in the whole
data base) is 100%, meaning that there are no false negatives. However, false pos-
itives are not excluded from the querying results, so precision (ratio of number
of relevant retrieved objects to the total number of retrieved objects) is not neces-
sarily 100%. We claim that by choosing the right vantage objects, precision can
increase significantly.

The retrieval performance of a vantage index can improve significantly with a
proper choice of vantage objects. This improvement is measured in terms of false
positives, as defined below. Letδ be the distance measure in vantage space.

Definition 1. Return set Givenε > 0 and query Aq, object Ai is included in the
return set of Aq if and only ifδ(Aq,Ai) ≤ ε.

Definition 2. False positiveAp is a false positive for query Aq if δ(Aq,Ap) ≤ ε
and d(Aq,Ap) > ε.

We present a new technique for selecting vantage objects that is based on two
criteria which address the number of false positives in the retrieval results directly.
The first criterion (spacing) concerns the relevance of a single vantage object, the
second criterion (correlation) deals with the redundancy of a vantage object with
respect to the other vantage objects. We call this method Spacing-based Selection.
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The main idea is to keep the number of objects that are returned for a query
Aq and rangeε low. Since false negatives are not possible under the condition that
the triangle inequality holds ford, minimization of the number of false positives
is achieved by spreading out the database along the vantage space as much as
possible. False positives are, intuitively speaking, pushed out of the returned sets.

Spacing In this section we will define a criterion for the relevance of a sin-
gle vantage objectVj. A priori the query objectAq is unknown, so the distance
d(Aq,Vj) between a certain queryAq and vantage objectVj is unknown. The
size of the range query (ε) is unknown beforehand as well. Optimal performance
(achieved by small return sets given a queryAq and rangeε) should therefore be
scored over all possible queries and all possible rangesε.

This is achieved by avoiding clusters on the vantage axis belonging toVj. Our
first criterion therefore concerns thespacingbetween objects on a single vantage
axis, which is defined as follows:

Definition 3. The spacing between two consecutive objects Ai and Ai+1 on the
vantage axis of Vj is d(Ai+1,Vj) − d(Ai ,Vj).

Let µ be the average spacing. Then the variance of spacing is given by for-
mula 1

n−1

∑n−1
i=1 ((d(Ai+1,Vj)−d(Ai ,Vj))−µ)2. To ensure that the database objects are

evenly spread in vantage space, the variance of spacing has to be as small as pos-
sible. A vantage object with a small variance of spacing has a high discriminative
power over the database, and is said to be a relevant vantage object.

Correlation It is not sufficient to just select relevant vantage objects, they also
should be non-redundant. A low variance of spacing does not guarantee that the
database is well spread out in vantage space, since the vantage axes might be
strongly correlated.

Therefore, we compute all linear correlation coefficients for all pairs of van-
tage objects and make sure these coefficients do not exceed a certain threshold.
Experiments show that on the MPEG-7 shape images set pairwise correlation is
sufficient and that higher order correlations are not an issue.

3.1 Algorithm

Spacing-based Selection selects a set of vantage objects according to the criteria
defined above with a randomized incremental algorithm. The key idea is to add the
database objects one by one to the index while inspecting the variance of spacing
and correlation properties of the vantage objects after each object has been added.
As soon as either the variance of spacing of one object or the correlation of a pair
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Algorithm SpacingBasedSelection
Input: DatabaseA with objectsA1, ...,An, d(A,A)→ R, thresholdsεcorr andεspac

Output: Vantage Index with Vantage objectsV1,V2, ...,Vm

1: select initialV1,V2, ...,Vm randomly
2: for All objectsAi do in random order
3: for All objectsVj do
4: computed(Ai ,Vj)
5: addAi to index
6: if var(Spacing)(Vj) > εspac then
7: removeVj

8: select new vantage object randomly

9: if for any pairp(Vk,Vl), Corr (Vk,Vl)> εcorr then
10: removep’s worst spaced object
11: select new vantage object randomly

Figure 5: Spacing-based Selection.

of objects exceeds a certain threshold, a vantage object is replaced by a randomly
chosen new vantage object. These repair steps are typically necessary only at
early stages of execution of the algorithm, thus keeping the amount of work that
has to be redone small. For details, see the algorithm in figure 5.

The complexity of our algorithm is expressed in terms of distance calculations,
since these are by far the most expensive part of the process. The running time
complexity is thenO(

∑n
i=0 Pi × i+ (1−Pi)×k) wherek is the (in our case constant)

number of vantage objects andPi is the chance that, at iterationi, a vantage object
has to be replaced by a new one. This chance depends on the choice forεspac and
εcorr. There is a clear trade-off here: the stricter these threshold values are, the
better the selected vantage objects will perform but also the higher the chance a
vantage object has to be replaced, resulting in a longer running time. If we only
look at spacing and setεspac such that, for instance,Pi is (log n)/i, the running
time would beO(nlog n) sincek is a small constant (8 in our experiments).

3.2 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented our algorithm and tested it on the MPEG-7 test set CE-Shape-
1 part B, and the distance measure used to calculate the distance between two
of these shape images is the Curvature Scale Space (CSS), [8]. To justify our
criteria, we manually selected four sets of eight vantage objects that either satisfy
both criteria (weakest correlation and lowest variance of spacing:weak-low), none
(strongest correlation and highest variance of spacing:strong-high) or a strong-
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Figure 6: False positive ratios of different algorithms.

low or weak-highcombination.
The performance of these four sets of vantage objects was evaluated by query-

ing with all 1400 objects. The number of nearest neighbors that was retrieved
for each query object varied from 1 to 200. The distance of the furthest nearest
neighbor functioned asε, which was used to calculate the number of false pos-
itives among these nearest neighbors, see Definition 2. For each vantage index,
and allk-NN queries,k = 1, ...,200, an average ratio of false positives in result
was calculated over all 1400 queries. The results are displayed in figure 6, to-
gether with some typical runs of our algorithm, the “MaxMin” approach [7] and
the “loss-based” approach [9].

These results show that both criteria need to be satisfied in order to achieve
good performance (only the set calledweak-lowscores less than 50% false pos-
itives for all sizes of nearest neighbor query). Furthermore, it shows that our
algorithm can actually select a set of vantage objects in which these criteria are
satisfied, since false positive ratios are low for these sets. For more details, see
[10].

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper primarily shows multimedia algorithms in the domain of image re-
trieval, but we have taken a similar approach to music retrieval. As a dissimi-
larity measure we have designed the Proportional Transportation Distance [11],
a normalized version of the Earth Mover’s Distance [12]. It satisfies the triangle
inequality, which makes it suitable for indexing with the vantage method. In-
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deed, we have used it in combination with the vantage indexing method in our
music retrieval systems Muugle (http://give-lab.cs.uu.nl/muugle) [13]
and Orpheus (http://give-lab.cs.uu.nl/orpheus/). The vantage indexing
made it possible to identify anonymous incipits (beginnings of pieces, for exam-
ple twenty notes long) from the RISM A/II collection [14] consisting of about
480,000 incipits [15]. All 80,000 anonymous incipits were compared to the re-
maining 400,000 ones, giving a total of 32,000,000,000 comparisons. Should a
single comparison take 1 ms, this would have taken about 370 days. The vantage
indexing made it possible to do this within a day on a 1 GHz PC. A total of 17,895
incipits were identified.
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